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1 Introduction

In the modern day nearly every application and usage of our daily lives are a
result of graphs. Though it might seem strange but graphs are actually used
for a large number of applications. FaceBook, the social networking giant takes
each of us to be a node and friendship between two people is termed as an edge!
Electrical structures around the world, the complex circuitry uses graphs. The
molecular structure of every element and compound is represented by graph.
If it had not been for graphs maybe a lot of compounds would still have been
undiscovered. In this chapter we introduce graphs and their various types.

2 Königsberg brigde problem

2.1 Problem description

The city of Königsberg in Prussia (now Kaliningrad, Russia) was set on both
sides of the Pregel River, and included two large islands which were connected
to each other and the mainland by seven bridges.

The problem was to find a walk through the city that would cross each bridge
once and only once. The islands could not be reached by any route other than
the bridges, and every bridge must have been crossed completely every time;
one could not walk halfway onto the bridge and then turn around and later
cross the other half from the other side. The walk should start and end at the
same spot. Euler proved that the problem has no solution. There could be no
non-retracing the bridges.

Figure 1: The Bridge Problem
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Figure 2: Graph of the bridge.

2.2 Solution of bridge problem

The simplified figure will be looks like below :
From the figure we can see that all the vertix A,B,C,D are having odd

degree .Now suppose for vertix B,C,D edge 1 for coming to the vertix and edge
2 is for outgoing.So the 3rd one will either will not be used or will be used
for incoming.Now for case 1 it is not satisfiying the problem requirement and
for case 2 we need to go out through any of the used bridge which is again
not statisfying the requirement. So in other words we can say that we need
even number of degree (if 2n degree then n edges for incoming and n edges
for outgoing )for each of the verices to satisfy the requirement.So in Bridges of
Königsberg it is not possible.

2.3 Some definition on graph

Parallel edge :If 2 vertices are directly connected through more than one edge
then we can say there exist parallel edge in between both vertices

Self loop :If the startpoint and endpoint of an edge is same vertix then we can
say that there exist a self loop of that vertix.
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Figure 3: Example of self loop and parallel edges

Simple graph :Graph with no parallel edge and self loop is called simple graph.

Degree of vertex :Degree of a vertex is the number of edges incidents on that
perticuler vertex.

Degree(v) = |u : uvεEdge|

Directed graph :A directed graph or digraph G consists of set of vertix V(G)
and set of edges E(G) where each pair is an ordered pair of vertices.

Indegree of vertix :Number of edges coming to that vertix.

So indegree ofvεV (G) is

degree+(v) = |u : uvεE(G)|

OutDegree of vertix :Number of edges going outside from that vertix.

So outdegree of vεV (G)is

degree−(v) = |u : vuεE(G)|

Petersen graph : The Petersen graph is an undirected graph with 10 vertices
and 15 edges. The Petersen graph is the complement of the line graph
of K5. It is also the Kneser graph KG5,2; this means that it has one
vertex for each 2-element subset of a 5-element set, and two vertices are
connected by an edge if and only if the corresponding 2-element subsets
are disjoint from each other. As a Kneser graph of the form KG2n−1,n−1

it is an example of an odd graph.

Figure 4: Petersen Graph
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Complete graph/Clique :A complete graph or clique is a simple graph in
which every pair of vertices has an edge.A n vertices complete graph is
denoted by Kn. Check the various examples of complete graph below.

Figure 5: Complete graph of size 1 to 6.

Subgraph :A subgraph of a graph G is a graph such that

v(H) ⊆ V (G) and E(H) ⊆ E(G).

Additionally if V(H) = V(G) then H is a spanning subgraph.

Subgraph isomorphism :Finding if a graph H is subgraph of graph G is called
subgraph isomorphism problem.

Complemented graph :Complemented graph C of a simple graph G is a sim-
ple graph with vertex set V(G) and uvεE(C) iff uv /∈ E(G) .Example of
complemented graph is shown below

Figure 6: Complement of graph

Independent set of Graph :Given an undirected Graph G = (V,E) an inde-
pendent set is a subset of nodes U ⊆ V , such that no two nodes in U are
adjacent. An independent set is maximal if no node can be added without
violating independence. An independent set of maximum cardinality is
called maximum.Example of independent set are given below :
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Figure 7: Independent set of graph.

For the above diagram an example of a maximum independent set is {
A,C,E} The maximal independent set will be {C,D } and { A, C, E}

Bipartite graph :A bipartite graph is a graph whose vertices can be divided
into two disjoint sets and such that every edge connects a vertex in to one
in .

Figure 8: Bipartite graph.

Here in figure G=(V,E)

V = X ∪ Y such that uv ε E(G) if u ε X and v ε Y

Complete Bipartite Graph, Kmn : A complete bipartite graph is a bipar-
tite graph such that every pair of graph vertices in the two sets are adja-
cent. For the graph in the diagram the Complete Bipartite Graph shall
be - All possible edges edges between XandY ∴ | E(K (m,n)) | = mn

Planar Graphs : Planar Graphs are graphs that can be drawn on a plane,
without two edges intersecting each other.

In the above diagram note that the fiirst graph can be represented in more
than one way, i.e as shown in the second and third graph without any edge
intersecting the other. Thus the graph is a planar graph.
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Figure 9: Example of a planar graph.

Representation of Graph : Graphs can be represented by a variety of meth-
ods. The most common being adjacency matrices ,incidence matrices and
adjacency lists.

Representing by Adjacency Matrices

Let an adjacenecy matrix be A = [aij ] s.t,

aij = 1 if i,j ε E (G)

= 0 otherwise

in case of Adjacency Matrix if we do a square on that matrix then it resul-
tant matrix will show all the path of length 2 .And [aij ]’s corresponding
entry will be the number of path of length 2 for vertix i and j. Similerly
An will show you the number of path of length n.

Proof Consider the entry [aij ] in A. By definition,
∑+n−1

k=0 [aik] ∗ [akj ] and
so one is contributed to the sum only when [aik] and [akj ] are 1. That is,
when the edges [vi] [vk] and [vk] [vj ] are in G, which corresponds to the
two-walk from [vi] to [vj ] through [vk].

Similerly to get number of path with 3 edges between i and j we need to do∑n−1
k=0

∑n−1
m=0[aik]∗ [akm]∗ [amj ] which we will get by doing the cube of ma-

trix A.Here the entry will be 1 only when all the entry aikakmandamj will
be 1 or there exist edge aikakmandamj And same thing will be repeated
in case of path of length x.(for any positive integer x ¡n)

Representing By Incidence Matrices

Let and ayan matrix be B = [ bij ] s.t,

bij = 1 if j is incident on i

= 0 otherwise.

In both the cases the matrix shall be of size n * m, where

n = no of vertices and m = number of edges
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Representing By Adjacency Lists

We can also represent the graph by means of an adjacenecy list as shown
in the figure

Figure 10: For every vertex v attach the list of all vertices adjacent to v

Some important questions

Question 1: In a connected simple graph show that at least 2 vertices will have
the same degree.

Ans:Suppose for a graph with n vertices all having different degree.So
degree of each vertix should be from 1 to n.(As connected graph so 0 degree
is not possible.) But in that case one vertix will have n degree.Which is
impossible for n vertix graph. So the degree range must be in between 1
to n-1 for n vertix graph. That implies at least two vertices will have the
same degree. this is called pigeonhole principle.

Question 2: If we have a simple graph with n vertices. Maximum how many
subgraph is possible?

Ans:We can make maximum
(
n
2

)
edges from an n verties graph.Now in

order to make all possible subgraph for each of the edges either we will

include it in the subgraph or not. So total 2(n
2) subgraph is possible.
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